
Common points scale:  

 Idea is that the CAO will moving to 10 point bands rather than 5 point bands 

 Now if you get points, you end up on 495, 500 etc...But effectively the new 

system is that it will spread it more..so you could get 492, 493 etc 

New points for those who get between 30-39%.....at higher level 

 Another key change is previously if you got 39%....you got nothing, no points -

.....but now you will get some points... 

 However students need to remember that they will still be subject to the 

minimum requirements for their course of choice.....you may have the points 

but not get the course, if you need a minimum D3 in maths for a course, that 

won’t change.....minimum requirements will still apply 

Purpose of the change:  

They felt the whole focus of the education system was being driven by the 

points.....because they were 5 point bands....students were getting grinds to get the 

extra 5 points...it was worth their while to try but the theory is that because the bands 

are so wide....people won’t be as encouraged to try for the extra band.....as it will 

flatten it out more.... 

 System will now spread the bands out more  

 Will it work? Hard to know......points system before 1994 were wider and now 

it’s narrow and the idea is to widen again to order to put the focus more on 

education rather than the points race but I’m not convinced it will work.... 

This year the points went up considerable – 1,800 extra students this year, but no 

extra places and no extra funding, next year 55,000 students will sit the leaving cert 

but there are close to 75,000k junior infants so no matter what points system they 

bring in, nothing will make a difference unless they increase places, provide extra 

funding for places.....no points will take away the rat race.....when numbers are 

increasing like that...... No points system in anywhere else in Europe.....what is 

driving all of this is a lack of places......intensity of places.... 

 No revision to the points systems will work if there are bottlenecks in the third 

level..... 

 New system coming in 2017......so those students who have gone into fifth 

year this year.  

 


